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Text conventions

Menu items, file names, etc. are indicated in texts as follows:


Menu items, key combinations, dialogs, file names, entries, etc. are displayed in bold.



User-defined entries are shown in <bold and in angle brackets>.



Single-line example texts (for example, a long directory path that covers several lines) are
separated by



at the end of the line.

File extracts are shown in this font format:
This paragraph contains a file extract.
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General

This manual describes the configuration of the ARIS interface of PPM. Via this interface,
aggregated or non-aggregated process instances in ARIS XML model format (AML) are exported
from PPM and imported as EPC model types to an ARIS product, for example, ARIS Architect for
further processing.
Please note that this guide is not intended to replace user or configuration training. It is a source
of reference containing information that supplements the information provided in the manuals
and online help.
More information on PPM is available in the PPM user interface under PPM > Documentation.
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Business process management

ARIS Process Performance Manager enables you to export executed processes in an XML format
that is suitable for subsequent import into an ARIS product, such as ARIS Architect.
This closes the BPM loop. Based on the recording, observation, and evaluation of business
processes (controlling), the step to a new business process (redesign) is performed.
Processes exported from PPM can be transferred as a model EPC to an ARIS product. You can
perform various actions, for example, a structural comparison between target and actual
processes.
You can use the entire analysis functionality provided by an ARIS product (simulation, process
cost management, model comparison, etc.) for imported EPCs.
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Procedure (taking ARIS Architect as an example)

The export of processes from ARIS Process Performance Manager and the subsequent import to
ARIS Architect comprises the following steps:


Create an aggregated or non-aggregated EPC view in PPM



Export of the displayed EPC in AML format (ARIS Modeling Language)
First, the PPM graph format is transformed into AML format. In a further step, the data
structure of the PPM export file is converted into the AML data structure for the import to
ARIS Architect.



Import the AML file into ARIS Architect using the XML import interface

The following schema provides an overview of the functional process of creating an AML export
file from PPM with subsequent import into ARIS Architect:

The AML transformation files supplied with the PPM installation carry out a standard
transformation. Through appropriate customizing of the file amlmapping.xml you specify
additional, client-specific attribute types, measures, and dimensions for the XML export (see
chapter on Customizing the ARIS Design interface (Page 22)).

4.1

Export from PPM

Procedure
1.

Display your analysis as an aggregated or non-aggregated EPC.
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2.

Right-click in the background of the EPC.

3.

In the pop-up menu, click Export as an XML file.

4.

Select the ARIS XML Model Format (AML) export format. For the export of an
unaggregated EPC, specify whether you want to export assignments, as well.

5.

Enter a file name and select the storage location for the file.

The EPC and, depending on the settings, any assignments are exported in AML format. The export
includes all current process type and filter settings.
When aggregating process instances into an EPC, PPM calculates attributes that may be of
interest for an evaluation in ARIS Architect (see chapter on Attribute calculation during the
aggregation process (Page 13)). Whether or not these attributes are included when importing
to ARIS Architect depends on the specifications in the file amlmapping.xml (see chapters
Attribute type transformation (Page 17) and Customizing the ARIS product interface
(Page 22)).

4.2

Import into ARIS Architect

The XML file in AML format is then imported into ARIS Architect. The import is supported from
version 7.0.
Prerequisites
To guarantee an optimum data import, make sure that the following requirements are met before
starting the import:


You are logged in to the database with a sufficient method filter (Entire method is
recommended).



The database language selected matches the language of the exported PPM database
content.



You disabled the Cancel on error check box in the XML Import Wizard under Settings.



If you are importing into a multilingual database, the names of all groups must be specified
in all database languages.

Procedure
1.

Log in to the relevant database taking into account the conditions stated.

2.

In the pop-up menu of any group, select the menu item Import and then the option XML
files.

In ARIS Architect, an EPC is created from the AML file, including assigned processes, if applicable.
You can also use the entire analysis functionality provided by ARIS Architect (simulation, process
cost accounting, model comparison, etc.) with the imported models.
Messages and notes on the import process are output in a separate window, the XML import
log:
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EPC format in PPM

The EPC format in PPM is similar to the EPC format in ARIS Architect. However, only a reduced
number of object and connection types are available in PPM.

5.1

The EPC model type

An event-driven process chain (EPC) is a model type used to graphically describe the
chronological sequence of a performance delivery process. The event-driven process chain is
based on the following assumptions:


Each activity within a process is triggered by a commercially relevant change of state of an
information object.



The outcome of any activity can entail a commercially relevant change of state of an
information object.

The state of a commercially relevant information object is described graphically using an event.
Functions are used for the graphic representation of activities.
Linking events and functions in series and connecting these objects with directed connections
represents the control flow of the process graphically. As an event can trigger several functions
and, in turn, a function can have several events as its result, AND, OR or EXCLUSIVE OR
connections (rules) are branches in the process path. They illustrate the logical relationship that
exists between the sequenced objects.
Organizational units can be assigned to a function. An organizational unit describes the group of
processors in the company which executes the function in question. Organizational units are
linked to the relevant function using connections.
EPCs are used in PPM to represent processes, so-called process instances actually executed in the
past.

5.1.1

Objects and connections

An object is the graphic representation of states, activities and organizational elements in a
model, for example. Each object is assigned to an object type. Object types characterize the types
of objects. In PPM, the Event, Function, Organizational unit and Rule object types are available.
Objects are linked with each other by connections. For each object type, the connection types by
which it can be linked to other object types are defined. Two connection types are available in
PPM: The executes connection type between organizational units and functions and the follows
connection type between events, functions and rules.
Rules describe the logical relationship which exists between several incoming or outgoing
connections of an object. The AND, OR, and EXKLUSIVE OR rules are available in PPM.
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Aggregating process instances

An aggregated EPC in PPM represents the average behavior of the underlying, actually executed
process instances. You can use an aggregated EPC to evaluate behavioral patterns in business
processes and analyze structural differences.
An aggregated EPC is created by aggregating several process instances. During aggregation, the
EPCs, attributes and measures of the individual process instances are merged. The aggregation of
process instances is associated with simplification and therefore with a loss of information.
The structure of an aggregated EPC essentially corresponds to the EPC structure of an individual
process instance.

6.1

Aggregation process

During aggregation, all objects and connections of the selected process instances are transferred
into the aggregated EPC. Objects or connections that meet specific identity criteria are merged
into a single object or connection. This merge only transfers identical attributes of the objects or
connections.
All process and function measures are calculated as attributes of the aggregated EPC and the
aggregated functions.

6.2

Identity criteria

The following criteria exist to establish whether EPC elements are identical (objects,
connections):

6.2.1

Equality of functions

PPM functions are equal if their object names (AT_OBJNAME) are identical. The spelling is
case-sensitive.
INCLUDE ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS WHEN AGGREGATING FUNCTIONS
For the aggregation process, you can also specify that the names of the executing organizational
units are to be taken into account as an equality criterion. This setting is specified in the
configuration file EPC_settings.properties in the client configuration directory:
EPC_USE_ORGUNIT_FOR_COMPRESS = true
This setting corresponds to the enabled check box Create function occurrence for each
organizational unit in the EPC view options of the PPM interface.
If organizational units are considered in the aggregation, measure values, probabilities, and
frequencies in the aggregated EPC can be uniquely assigned to a particular organizational unit.
This can be useful for subsequent evaluations in ARIS Architect (for example, simulation).
The default value for this setting is false, that is, organizational units are not taken into account
when aggregating functions.
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AGGREGATION CRITERIA


It is important for the aggregation result of functions including organizational units, which of
the following criteria you select for the aggregation of organizational units:
In the Process analysis module of the PPM interface, organizational units are aggregated
exclusively with the aggregation criterion Object name (AT_OBJNAME).



In the Interaction analysis, you can also use as aggregation criterion an organizational
dimension (dimtype="OT_ORG") with a step width that can be set instead of the object
name of the organizational unit for aggregating organizational units. In this case,
organizational units are considered to be equal if the dimension values of the selected level
match.

Please refer to the technical reference PPM Customizing to find out how to configure
organizational dimensions.
Example (temporary process instance aggregation in the PPM Process analysis
module)
The two process instances shown are to be aggregated with or without taking into account
organizational units as an equality criterion (aggregation criterion is AT_OBJNAME):

If the parameter EPC_USE_ORGUNIT_FOR_COMPRESS = false, functions with identical
names are aggregated into a single function and the set union of all different organizational units
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specified for the functions are linked to the aggregated function by a connection. The FCT_2
functions are aggregated into a single function:

If the parameter EPC_USE_ORGUNIT_FOR_COMPRESS = true, functions with the same
name that differ in respect of the assigned organizational units are not merged:
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6.2.2

Equality of events

Events are identical if their names (AT_OBJNAME attribute type) are identical. The spelling is
case-sensitive. If the events have preceding and/or following functions, at least one of the
functions preceding or following the events must be identical. Possible rules between events and
functions are not taken into account in the equality check.
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Example
The two process instances shown are to be aggregated:

In the aggregated EPC, the two EVT_2 events are not merged because although both events are
preceded by the same function, they are not followed by at least one identical function:
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6.2.3

Equality of organizational units

Organizational units are identical if their names (AT_OBJNAME attribute type) are identical and
if they are assigned to the same function object. The spelling is case-sensitive.

6.2.4

Equality of connections

Connections are identical if they have the same connection type and their source and target
objects are identical.

6.2.5

Equality of rules

Rules are identical if at least one preceding or following object of the rules is identical. Rules that
maybe precede or follow the rules are not taken into account in the equality check.

6.2.6

Equality of attributes

Attributes are identical if they are of the same attribute type, if the attribute values match, and if
the attribute values are located at the same object.

6.3

Attribute calculation during the aggregation process

In addition to all measures, the attributes listed below are also calculated by default during
aggregation.


AT_COUNT_INSTANCES (number of aggregated instances)
This attribute is calculated at the aggregated EPC and all functions and events and all
connections of the follows type (CXN_FOLLOWS) as the total of the attribute values of the
process instances, objects, or connections to be aggregated. For the corresponding process
attribute, this is the number of aggregated process instances (normally the number of
processes). For the corresponding object attribute of functions and events, it is the number
of functions or events merged, and for the corresponding connection attribute the number of
connections merged.



AT_PROBABILITY (probability)
This attribute is calculated for all connections that run from a branching rule to an event. The
quotient of
AT_COUNT_INSTANCES (connection)/AT_COUNT_INSTANCES (rule) is calculated. This
specifies the probability of a particular path being followed.



AT_AVG_EXECFREQ (average processing frequency)
This attribute is calculated for all connections and objects for which AT_COUNT_INSTANCES
exists. The quotient of
AT_COUNT_INSTANCES (object, connection) / AT_COUNT_INSTANCES (EPC) is calculated.
It specifies the average frequency with which a particular object or a particular connection
occurs in each process instance.
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AT_COUNT_PROCESSINGS (number of executions)
This attribute is calculated for all functions, organizational units, and connections of the
executes type (CXN_UNDIRECTED). The total of the attribute values of the objects and
connections to be aggregated is calculated. It specifies the frequency with which the relevant
function, organizational unit or connection occurs in the aggregated EPC.



AT_REL_FREQUENCY (relative frequency)
This attribute is calculated for all connections of the executes type (CXN_UNDIRECTED).
The quotient of
AT_COUNT_PROCESSINGS (connection) / AT_COUNT_PROCESSINGS (function) is
calculated. It specifies the relative frequency with which the organizational unit has executed
the function.
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7

Configure the ARIS product interface

During the AML export, the objects, connections, and attributes in an EPC in PPM graph format are
converted into the corresponding EPC elements in the notation of the ARIS product you are using,
for example, ARIS Architect. This is done using the files amlmapping.dtd and
amlmapping.xml and the style sheet files aml.xsl, aml-header.xsl, and aml-mapping.xsl.
The transformation files supplied with PPM are located in the client-specific directory <PPM
installation directory>\server\bin\work\data_ppm\config\<client>\report\xsl. The
configuration of the attribute type mapping file amlmapping.xml can be extended (see
Customizing the ARIS product interface (Page 22)).
The following chapters describe the content of the supplied file amlmapping.xml.

7.1

Object definition and attribute type mapping

The file amlmapping.xml is structured as follows:
XML element/
XML attribute

Description

amlmapping

List of mapping information

attrdefmapping

List of attribute type mappings specifying
which attribute types are created for which
elements (process, objects, connections)

graphmap

Mapping of process attributes

objmap

Mapping of object attributes

edgemap

Mapping of connection attributes

attrdefmap

Mapping of an attribute type. Content
(#PCDATA) is the API name of the ARIS
Architect attribute type.

attrdefmap ppmtype

Identifier of the PPM attribute type.

attrdefmap mapping

Name of the transformation rule

objmap ppmtype

PPM object type

objmap mapping

Name of the transformation rule

edgemap ppmsrctype

Source object type in PPM, for example,
OT_ORG

edgemap ppmtargetype

Target object type in PPM, for example,
OT_FUNC

currencymapping

Transformation of currencies
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XML element/
XML attribute

Description

currencymap

Mapping for a currency. The content is the
corresponding ARIS Architect attribute
value type number (AVT), for example,
331 for EUR.

currencymap ppmtype

Name of the currency in PPM (for example,
EUR, USD)

objdefmapping

Mapping of object types

objdefmap

Mapping of an individual object type (see
chapter Object type transformation
(Page 16)). Content (#PCDATA) is the API
name of the object type in ARIS Architect.

objoccmapping

Mapping of object symbols (see chapter
Object symbol transformation (Page
17))

objoccmap

Mapping of an individual object symbol.
Content (#PCDATA) is the API name of the
object symbol in ARIS Architect.

edgedefmapping

Mapping of connection types

edgedefmap

Mapping of an individual connection type.
Content (#PCDATA) is the API name of the
connection type in ARIS Architect.

edgedefmap ppmsrctype

Source object type in PPM

edgedefmap ppmtargetype Target object type in PPM
edgedefmap ppmcxntype

Connection type in PPM (CXN_FOLLOWS,
CXN_UNDIRECTED)

7.1.1

Object type transformation

The PPM object types are converted into the corresponding ARIS Architect object types in
accordance with the following table:
Object type in
PPM

Object type in
ARIS Architect

OT_EVT

OT_EVT

OT_FUNC

OT_FUNC

OT_ORG

OT_ORG_UNIT
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Object type in
PPM

Object type in
ARIS Architect

OT_RULEAND

OT_RULE

OT_RULEOR

OT_RULE

OT_RULEXOR

OT_RULE

7.1.2

Object symbol transformation

The PPM objects are converted into the corresponding ARIS Architect object symbols in
accordance with the following table:
Object type in PPM

Object symbol in ARIS Architect

OT_EVT

ST_EV

OT_FUNC

ST_FUNC

OT_ORG

ST_ORG_UNIT_2

OT_RULEAND

ST_OPR_AND_1

OT_RULEOR

ST_OPR_OR_1

OT_RULEXOR

ST_OPR_XOR_1

7.1.3

Connection type transformation

Depending on the type of relationship between the linked object types, the two PPM connection
types are transformed into the different ARIS Architect connection types (activates, creates,
carries out, etc.).

7.1.4

Attribute type transformation

PPM attribute types are converted by default into the corresponding ARIS Architect attribute
types in accordance with the following table using the specified transformation rule. With
appropriate customizing, you can adapt the attribute type transformation (see Customizing the
ARIS product interface (Page 22)).
PPM OBJECT TYPE "FUNCTION"
PPM
attribute type

Attribute type

AT_OBJNAME

AT_NAME (name)

Rule

ARIS Architect
text
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PPM
attribute type

Attribute type

AT_KI_FBZ

AT_TIME_AVG_PRCS

Rule

ARIS Architect
timespan

(average processing time)
AT_KI_FBZSP

AT_TIME_MAX_PRCS

timespan

(maximum processing time)
AT_KI_FLZ

AT_TIME_AVG_WAIT (average wait time)

timespan

AT_KI_FDLZ

AT_CYCLE_TIME_AVG

timespan

(average processing time)
AT_KI_FDLZSP

AT_CYCLE_TIME_MAX

timespan

(maximum cycle time)
AT_KI_FEDFREQ AT_USG_FACT (usage factor)

float

AT_LS

timespan

AT_TIME_AVG_PRCS
(average processing time)

AT_KI_FDLZWK

AT_TIME_AVG_THRG (avg. cycle time)

timespan

AT_KI_FLZWK

AT_USER_ATTR1 (user attribute text 1)

timespan

AT_PKS_S

AT_USER_ATTR7 (user attribute float 1)

float

AT_PKS_R

AT_USER_ATTR7 (user attribute float 1)

float

PPM OBJECT TYPE "ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT"
PPM
attribute type

Attribute type

AT_OBJNAME

AT_NAME (name)

Rule

ARIS Architect

AT_NUM_OF_EMPL AT_NUM_OF_EMPL (Number of

text
int

employees)
AT_COSTRATE

AT_COST_RATE (Cost rate)

costrate

PPM OBJECT TYPE "EVENT"
PPM
attribute type

Attribute type

AT_OBJNAME

AT_NAME (name)

Rule

ARIS Architect
text
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EPC
Attribute type

Attribute type

Rule

PPM

ARIS Architect

AT_ID

AT_NAME_FULL (full name)

text

AT_PROCTYPE

AT_NAME (name)

text

AT_TIME_TOT_AVG

timespan

GROUP
AT_KI_PDLZ

(average total time)
AT_KI_PNUM

AT_COMP_MDLS_NUM

float

(number of aggregated models)
AT_KI_PINT

AT_REF_NUM_1 (measure 1)

float

AT_KI_PEDFREQ

AT_REF_NUM_2 (measure 2)

float

AT_COUNT_

AT_REF_NUM_3 (measure 3)

int

PROCESSINGS

CONNECTIONS
Attribute type
PPM

Connection
progression

Attribute type
ARIS Architect

AT_REL_FREQUENCY From OT_ORG to AT_REL_FRQ

AT_PROBABILITY

Rule
float

OT_FUNC

(Relative frequency)

From branching

AT_PROB (probability) float

rule
(OT_RULEAND,
OT_RULEOR,
OT_RULEXOR)
to OT_EVT

7.1.4.1

Transformation rules

Transformation of attribute types also entails a conversion of the data type. The following table
provides an overview of the transformation rules for converting the data type of PPM attribute
types into the corresponding data type in AML format. The transformation rules are defined in the
file aml-mapping.xsl and referenced in the files amlmapping.dtd and amlmapping.xml.
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Transformation
rule

Attribute Base Type Name in
(ABT) in ARIS
ARIS Architect
Architect

text

ABT_MULTILINE

n lines

float

ABT_FLOAT

Floating point number

int

ABT_RANGEINTEGER

Integer value range

timespan

ABT_COMBINED

Combined, for example,
Cycle time attribute type at
functions

costrate

ABT_COMBINED

Combined

frequency

ABT_INTEGER

Integer representing a
frequency per day, for
example, Frequency day at
events

cost

ABT_COMBINED

Combined

The following table describes the individual transformation rules:
Transformation
rule

Description

text

Any free-form text that is copied unchanged from the
PPM attribute type to the ARIS Architect attribute
type.

float

The result is a floating point number
(positive/negative) rounded off to two decimal
places. Only the content of the PPM attribute type up
to the first space is copied to the ARIS Architect
attribute type. This truncates all PPM units. For
example, the PPM attribute value 12.3 HOUR
becomes the ARIS Architect attribute value 12.3.

int

The result is an integer value within an upper and
lower limit specified by ARIS Architect. The content of
the PPM attribute type is rounded off to an
integer, that is, floating point numbers from PPM can
also be transformed. The PPM attribute type may not
have a unit, that is, the attribute value may only
contain a number.
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Transformation
rule

Description

timespan

PPM attribute types of the TIMESPAN or
FACTORY-TIMESPAN data type are transformed
into an ARIS Architect attribute type of the
ABT_COMBINED data type.

costrate

Transformation of cost rates: The result is a
combined value for the ARIS Architect attribute type
with the data type ABT_COMBINED as costs per
hour in the corresponding currency.
The currencies to be included can be specified using
the currencymapping XML element in the file
amlmapping.xml. The default values are EUR and
USD.

frequency

The PPM attribute value of the FREQUENCY data
type is transformed into an integer specifying the
corresponding frequency per day.

cost

Transformation of costs: A PPM attribute type of the
COST data type is transformed into an ARIS
Architect attribute type of the ABT_COMBINED
data type. The result is a combined value in the
corresponding currency.
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8

Customize the ARIS product interface

If necessary, the attribute type transformation can be adapted to the extended client-specific
configuration of the PPM system.
Warning
Do not change anything in the specified mapping information for object types (objdefmapping
XML element), object symbols (objoccmapping XML element) and connections
(edgedefmapping XML element), as this may result in an incorrect XML import into ARIS
Architect.
To transfer client-specific data from the PPM system to an ARIS product (for example, ARIS
Architect), it is necessary to customize the attribute type transformation.
To do this, adapt the mapping of the attribute types (attrdefmapping XML element) by adding
the corresponding sections to the file amlmapping.xml (XML elements graphmap, objmap,
and edgemap).
Each entry for the attrdefmap XML element uses the specified transformation rule (see chapter
on Transformation rules (Page 19)) to transform a single PPM attribute type of a particular
object type into the specified ARIS Architect attribute type.
The procedure for customizing the interface is as follows:
1.

Check at which element (EPC, object, connection) the corresponding attribute type is
specified in the PPM system and what its data type is. Consider which attribute type is to be
used at the corresponding element in ARIS Architect.

2.

Select the appropriate transformation rule.

3.

Select a suitable ARIS Architect attribute type that you want to transform the PPM attribute
type into. You should take into account the data type (ABT = attribute base type) of the ARIS
Architect attribute type, into which the selected PPM attribute type is to be transformed.
Note that the ARIS Architect method does not permit every attribute type mapping. If
required, use the method help in ARIS Architect to specify the relevant target attribute type.
In ARIS Architect, predefined attribute types are assigned to a particular fixed data type and
are only permitted for certain object types.

4.

Add the configured entry to the file amlmapping.xml.
Any attribute type calculation rules for measures or dimensions must be correctly specified in
the measure configuration.

Example
You want to include the function attribute type AT_KI_BSP that you have configured in PPM in
the XML import to ARIS Architect.
You have defined a calculation rule for this attribute type, in which a time span is calculated.
To do this, adapt the attribute type transformation (text in bold) as follows in the file
amlmapping.xml:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE amlmapping SYSTEM "amlmapping.dtd">
<amlmapping>
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<attrdefmapping>
<graphmap>
...
</graphmap>
<objmap ppmtype="OT_EVT">
...
</objmap>
<objmap ppmtype="OT_ORG">
...
</objmap>
<objmap ppmtype="OT_FUNC">
...
<attrdefmap ppmtype="AT_OBJNAME"
mapping="text">AT_NAME
</attrdefmap>
...
<attrdefmap ppmtype="AT_KI_BSP"
mapping="timespan">AT_TIME_MIN_ORNT
</attrdefmap>
</objmap>
...
</attrdefmapping>
...
</amlmapping>
In the example, the ARIS Architect attribute type Minimum orientation time
(AT_TIME_MIN_ORNT) of the ABT_COMBINED data type has been selected. The attribute
type is assigned to the Times/Orientation time attribute type group for functions. You can use
the timespan transformation rule to assign time spans from the PPM system to the attribute
type.
The PPM client server and user interface do not need to be restarted after adapting the file
amlmapping.xml as the file is read before every XML export.
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